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Recently reported state-of-the-art adhesively bonded III-V/Silicon laser diodes are
fabricated using the adhesive DVS-BCB. The efficiency of the laser is mostly related to
the coupling efficiency between the III-V and SOI waveguide layer. In this paper, an
adiabatically tapered heterogeneously integrated III-V laser is engineered for high
coupling efficiency, while at the same time resulting in a short length device and the
optimum structure with respect to the fabrication tolerances. Moreover, a tunable laser
design in order to demonstrate suitability of this technique in the realization of an array
of single wavelength lasers is presented and discussed.

Introduction
Photonic integrated circuits offer the potential of realizing low-cost, compact optical
functions. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is a promising material platform for this photonic
integration, as one can rely on the massive electronics processing infrastructure to
process the optical components. However, the integration of a Si laser is hampered by
its indirect bandgap. Silicon Raman lasers have been demonstrated but external optical
pumps are required [1]. Recently, some research groups proposed to integrate a direct
bandgap III-V material on top of a SOI waveguide substrate to achieve stimulated light
emission and to couple this stimulated emission to the underlying SOI waveguide
circuit. This technique, semiconductor wafer bonding, allows the dense integration of
high-quality III-V epitaxial layers on top of a Si platform by transferring the III-V layer
stack from its original growth substrate to the SOI wafer.
Recently, several devices based on evanescent coupling were demonstrated. The first,
hybrid III-V/SOI Fabry-Perot laser (emitting at 1.55μm), was reported in 2006 [2],
followed by a DBR [3] and DFB lasers [4], in 2008. These devices were based on
molecular wafer bonding procedure, which is based on van der Waals forces and as this
is a short-range force, sub-nm rms roughness of the surfaces is required. Therefore, this
technique may not be robust enough for fabrication where such strict requirements are
difficult to meet. In the second approach, heterogeneous integration based on DVS-BCB
adhesive bonding as an alternative method is actively pursued in the photonics research
group at Ghent University [4].The major challenge in this method is the light coupling
from the top active III-V layer into the bottom SOI waveguides because of the
additional polymer layer between them. For realizing highly efficient coupling and
compact devices, we introduce an adiabatically tapered coupler for III-V layers and SOI
waveguides. Finally we also introduce a tunable single mode laser based on this
technique, useful for telecom applications.

Adiabatic III-V/silicon taper Laser Design
In the adhesive BCB bonding method, the epitaxial III-V structure is bonded on top of
the SOI waveguide, using a spincoated DVS-BCB adhesive layer. The adiabatic taper
III-V/silicon laser and the general layout of the structure are given in Figure 1. It
comprises the n-type InP spacer layer and the mesa structure on top of it. The mesa is

Figuree 1.The schem
matic of adiabaatic tapered IIII-V/silicon lasser and cross-section

madee of the mulltiple quanttum well (M
MQW) regio
on (emittingg at λ = 1.555 μm), a sep
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o
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guides. Thee coupling eefficiency of
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Fiigure 2.The layyout of adiabaatic tapered IIII-V/silicon foor the first desiign

Opttical Prop
perty of deevice and discussio
on
A fuully vectoriaal mode finnder softwaare, FIMMW
WAVE, wass used for the studyin
ng the
opticcal propertiees of the device. The forward po
ower (FWP) of the funndamental mode
(TE) was calculated for varrious taper lengths
l
as well
w as diffeerent thickneesses of BC
CB. In
orderr to find thee optimum length we consider
c
a simple
s
struccture with ttwo linear tapers
t
for IIII-V and onne linear forr SOI wavegguide (Figurre 2) as described abovve. The resu
ults of
thesee simulationns, given as plots of thee forward power (left to right) for the fundam
mental
modee versus tapper length with
w differeent BCB th
hicknesses are
a shown iin Figure 3 a, b.
Resuults of thesee simulationns show the optimum length for high couplling for thee first
lineaar taper is arround 20um
m (independdent of bond
ding layer thhickness) annd for the seecond
part, where the light
l
is actuually coupleed from the III-V to thee silicon waaveguide, a taper
with a length in the range of
o 100um to 150um resu
ults in a neaar to 100% mode couplling,
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0 nm. For illlustration, tthe mode profile
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d
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nm is
preseented in Figgure 3c.
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Figuree 3.Forward power
p
for the fundamental mode for varrious taper lenngth a) first taaper b) second
d taper
for different value of BCB thickkness c) an exxample for fun
ndamental mode profile in ffour different crosssectioons are shown in figure 2.

Thesse results shhow a very good couplling from to
op bottom during
d
the ppropagation from
left to
t right. Thee study of lateral
l
misaalignment fo
or two vertiical tapers is very impo
ortant
especcially from the fabricaation point of view. Iff we consideer a lateral shift y from
m the
III-V
V waveguidee with respeect to the Sii waveguidee resulting from
f
the fabbrication prrocess
(Figuure 4 a), thee results forr the forward power to the Si WG versus diffferent valuess of y
are presented
p
in Figure 4 b..
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Figuure 4.a) the layyout for the laateral misalignnment of y b)) the forward power
p
of funddamental mode
versus the
t taper lengtth of L for diffferent values of y and BCB
B thickness 800nm.

Com
mpact opticaal functions are very im
mportant an
nd particularrly for integgrated phottonics
appliications. In the design described
d
a
above,
we em
mployed a simple
s
two step linear taper.
t
For decreasing
d
the footprinnt of adiabaatic taper sttructures, optimum
o
funnctions cou
uld be
find [5]. As ann alternativve, we inveestigated a multi-step
m
t
taper,
consiisting of seeveral
a example just with choosing
c
a three step linear
l
pieceewise linearr taper secttions. As an
taperr for the III-V waveguuide and a one step linear
l
taperr for the Sii waveguidee and
suitaable lengthss for them, we achievved a couplling efficienncy aroundd 100% witth the
param
meters in Fiigures 5 (tottal taper lenngth of only
y 43.9um).

Figuree 5.a mode traansfer structurre with
optim
mize taper lenggth.

Figure 6.The schematic off adiabatically
y
tapered heterrogeneously iintegrated IIIIV/Si for a single mode laseer.

Makiing a tunabble laser in this structuure offers several prom
mising advaantages sincce we
can define
d
the laser
l
cavity in the SOII waveguidee by employying DBR ggratings or other
waveelength seleective compponents. This gives a very high accuracy aand possibly
y low
cost. In this papper, we introoduce a prelliminarily design
d
for a single modde laser with
h two
DBR
R gratings and one microring
m
reesonator in
n this approoach (Figuure 6). Herre we
introduced a preeliminary design
d
for a single mod
de laser witth two DBR
R gratings and a
singlle microringg resonator using this approach (Figure
(
6). In
I this laseer, we consiider a
backk DBR gratiing with refflection neaar to 1 and bandwidth of 50nm; oon the otherr side
theree are a wavvelength seelective microring witth FSR of around 255nm and a front
reflector with DBR
D
gratingg. The reflecctivity of th
he front DBR grating sshould be 0..4-0.7
to acchieve a goood laser ouutput powerr into the rest
r of the integrated
i
ccomponentss. For
tuninng the waveelength one can either use
u carrier in
njection or the thermo--optic effectt.

Con
nclusion
In thhis paper we
w propose an adiabatiically taperred III-V/Siilicon laser,, based on BCB
bondding. From extensive
e
siimulations we
w derived the optimall values for taper length and
widthh for accepptable rangge of the BCB
B
layer thicknessees and takinng into account
reasoonable fabriication tolerrances. In our
o future work,
w
we wiill fabricate a tunable single
s
modee laser accoording to thiis design annd characteriize it.
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